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Record More, Watch More with Cloud DVR
Why should I switch from standard DVR to Cloud DVR?
Standard DVR relies on the hard drive inside your set-top box, which means
your programming is only as safe as the lifespan of that hard drive; and without additional services, you can only watch programming that was recorded
on a standard DVR from the television connected to that box. With Cloud
DVR, you can play back recorded programming from any LightTube set-top
box in your home.
How is that different from Whole Home DVR?
The biggest differences are capacity and security. Whole Home DVR is an
added service that relies on the hard drive in your set-top box; and if that
box fails you lose all of your saved programming. With Cloud DVR, your
saved programming is stored remotely—and you start with 500GB of storage space. That’s more than 75 hours of HD programming, or hundreds of
hours in standard definition. And if that’s not enough space, additional storage can be added for $5 per month for each additional 500GB of storage.
How many shows can I record at once?
You can record up to eight programs at one time, all while watching something else! Cloud DVR users experience conflict-free recording. With standard DVR, you can record only two programs at a time.
Which channels can I record with Cloud DVR?

All of them! Cloud DVR functionality is available on all LightTube channels,
including local content. Like standard DVR, Cloud DVR allows you to set onetime recordings or series recordings to watch at your convenience.
Is it more expensive?
NO! We’ve dropped the price on Cloud DVR service to match the price of
our standard HD/DVR Digital box. And if you currently subscribe to our
Whole Home DVR service, you’ll actually save money by making the switch!
With Cloud DVR, the “whole home” experience is included.
How do I sign up?
It’s easy! Call one of our customer service representatives at 455-4515 and
tell them you want Cloud DVR. They will arrange a convenient time to stop
by to swap out your old DVR with a newer, smaller device.

Keeping You Up To Speed
To provide LightTube services, TUA has installed a small network interface device known as an Optical Network Terminal (ONT) on an outside
wall of your location. There is a power cable that travels from that device
into your home or garage, where it connects to a Battery Backup Unit
(BBU). The BBU is plugged into a standard electric outlet that keeps its
internal battery charged. If the power to your home goes out completely,
this charged backup battery can provide uninterrupted power to your ONT
to ensure that your telephone or internet service will continue to work until
power is restored to your home or office.
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To be sure your BBU is always fully charged, you should keep it plugged
in at all times. You can easily check to see that your BBU is fully powered
and operational by checking the lights on the unit. You may have either a
CyberPower or Precision Power unit. We’ll use the CyberPower unit in
this example.
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This CyberPower BBU is fully powered and operational. Both the input and output lights are green,
indicating that there is live AC power reaching the
unit and that the unit is charged and ready to output
power to the ONT if needed.
This unit has lost AC power, as indicated by the
yellow light. The green output light indicates that
the battery is charged and can power your ONT for
up to 8 hours before the backup battery is drained.
Generally, this means the power cord is unplugged;
but it may indicate a problem with your wall outlet.
Try plugging in a device that you know works to
give your outlet a test.
This unit is receiving AC power from the outlet,
but the battery inside is drained. If your home power has been off or the BBU has been unplugged for
some time, wait 4-12 hours to see if the indicator
light changes. If it does not, the unit may need to
be replaced. If you see a red light on your backup
unit when there has been no interruption in power,
the unit needs to be serviced. Call one of our technical service representatives at 455-4515, option 2.
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